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Chapter 3 The Banach-Tarski Paradox: Duplicating Spheres and Balls
Congruence by dissection and the Bolyai-Gerwien Theorem on polygons of equal area. Equidecomposability: a set-theoretic form of dissection. A generalization of the Schröder-Bernstein Theorem, and an application to dissections of polygons. Absorbing a countable subset of a sphere by a rotation. The Banach-Tarski Paradox: duplicating spheres and balls with rotations and translations. Strong form of the paradox: the equidecomposability of arbitrary bounded sets with nonempty interiors in R
3
. Some open questions derived from the Banach-Tarski Paradox.
Locally Commutative Actions: Minimizing the Number of Pieces in a Paradoxical Decomposition
Free non-Abelian groups are paradoxical using four pieces. Locally commutative actions of free groups. A sphere is paradoxical using four and not fewer pieces, a ball using five and not fewer pieces. Four-piece paradoxical decompositions imply the existence of free subgroups. Arbitrary Systems of congruences. Divisibility of a sphere into rotationally congruent pieces. Allowing the antipodal map allows more Systems of congruences to be solved.
Higher Dimensions and Non-Euclidean Spaces
Free subgroups of higher dimensional rotation groups, and the type of paradoxes they cause. Free groups of isometries of R", n ^ 3, acting without fixed points. Paradoxes in non-Euclidean spaces; a constructive paradoxical decomposition of the hyperbolic plane. A result on tetrahedral snakes.
Chapter 6 Free Groups of Large Rank: Getting a Continuum of Spheres from One
Solving large Systems of congruences using free groups of large rank. Using a continuum of algebraically independent numbers to construct large free groups of spherical, Euclidean and non-Euclidean isometries. An alternate approach using analytic functions. The transfinite duplication of a sphere. The anomaly of the hyperbolic plane. The case of hyperbolic 3-space. Free
Chapter 4
Chapter 5 . The use of Property T to disprove the existence of exotic measures in higher dimensions. Exotic measures and paradoxical decompositions modulo an ideal. Paradoxes in R" using measurable sets. Characterizing the Euclidean isometry groups with respect to which invariant measures exist.
Chapter 12 Growth Conditions in Groups and Supramenability 188 Supramenable groups and free subsemigroups. Growth conditions in groups: slow growth implies supramenability. The nonexistence of a paradoxical subset of the real line. Polynomial growth and the Milnor-Wolf Conjecture. A characterization of the groups of isometries with respect to which a paradoxical subset of R" exists. Two-piece paradoxical decompositions and free subsemigroups. 
